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Journey to
BETHLEHEM

OUR DONORS
FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
help miracles happen at Holy Family Hospital.
Some donors have gone above and beyond with
unexpected gifts that we desperately need. This year
we have been blessed with an anesthesia machine,
two new ventilators, and donations that allow us to
expand our prenatal care reach, including prenatal
vitamins. The mothers and babies of Bethlehem
are grateful for your generosity.

Prayers
NEEDED FOR BETHLEHEM

B

ethlehem has endured almost 17 months of the pandemic and the ensuing
humanitarian and economic crises. 90% of the workforce is still without
salaries. Middle class families are selling their household goods to buy
groceries to feed their families, wondering how much longer the crisis will last.
Poverty is growing along with food insecurity. Many say this period is the most
difficult they have seen, even more so than 1948.
Entering Holy Family Hospital each morning of my
recent visit, I could feel the joy of new life and hope,
perhaps even stronger than ever before. The 191
Palestinian employees are grateful to have high
quality employment and pension plans. On May 30,
the Hospital celebrated its 90,000th delivery with the
arrival of Baby Wateen. This year alone over 3,046
babies have been born through the end of August.
Holy Family Hospital offers the best maternal and
neonatal care for a catchment area of one million
people. It offers more than just healthcare though;
it delivers dignity to the families who can no longer
contribute towards their healthcare costs as our generous donors help us
subsidize or fully cover every service offered at the Hospital.

THROUGH AUGUST 2021
Babies Delivered

3,046
Women Treated in the Well Woman Clinic

635
Women Treated in the Diabetes Clinic

909
Women and Children Cared for in the
Mobile Outreach Clinic

1,252
DONATE TODAY
and make an
impact!

As the largest employer in Bethlehem, Holy Family Hospital also provides hope
through employment. Many of our staff are the only ones, in their apartment
buildings or families, receiving salaries. They share their hope by cooking for
extended family and neighbors true to the Palestinian code of hospitality.
I am proud to say that the Hospital itself also shares its bounty. Since the
pandemic began, Holy Family Hospital has increased operations of its oxygen
extraction system from eight to twenty-four hours a day to send oxygen to local
hospitals and Covid treatment centers for free. Since oxygen cannot readily cross
the borders, this gesture saves countless lives.
We know that God will provide, and we pray that the pandemic recedes, and
pilgrimages will soon be restored to end the suffering of Bethlehem. Please add
your prayers to ours for an end to the suffering and for adequate funding so that
Holy Family Hospital remains a beacon of hope and a refuge of peace for the
mothers and babies of Bethlehem. Thank you for all that you do for the families
of Bethlehem.
Kindest regards,

Babies Cared for in the NICU

297*

There has been a nearly 50% increase in the highest level of care required in our NICU
due to the humanitarian crisis and food insecurity in Bethlehem. Babies are sicker and
smaller than ever before and they require more specialized NICU care.

Ambassador Michele Burke Bowe, DM
President of Holy Family Hospital Foundation
Learn more about our programs at birthplaceofhope.org | (202) 785-0801
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PREGNANCIES

Don’t Stop for Pandemics

H

anan and Ziad were delighted to find themselves expecting a third child.
Ziad, a day laborer, was finding more work and things were looking up.
Early in her pregnancy, Hanan was diagnosed with gestational diabetes
during one of her prenatal care check-ups. The early diagnosis and diet and
exercise regime provided by her doctor helped Hanan feel confident that she
was taking the best care of herself and her unborn baby.

“This is a unique experience.
I’m now a mother and I feel
so many mixed emotions
now. I am happy and in love
with my new baby. I am so
grateful that you helped me
feel safe and provided my
child with amazing medical
and social care. Holy Family
Hospital is the place that
brought better things into my
life, especially in this crisis.”

Hanan woke up early one morning and was in preterm labor. Ziad rushed her
to Bethlehem from their home in Hebron over an hour away. “When I was

admitted to Holy Family Hospital, I was so distraught and the staff were
kind and calmed me down. I felt that I was in good hands and knew my
baby would be safe.”

“My new baby, Jad, which
means ‘earnest,’ was
born at 9:13 AM on June
16, 2021 at 34 weeks
weighing 4 lbs. After birth,
he was taken to the NICU
to regain his health. I
was terrified of losing my
baby, but so thankful for
the doctors and nurses
that saved him.”
— Hanan
Baby Jad

“Every time I visited Jad in the NICU I saw the staff caring for
our babies as if they were their own. They not only have the
knowledge, experience, and skills, but also the energy to help and
love all the babies. I’m sure our babies sense the love that the
nurses provide. Supporters like you bring hope to every mother
and baby in Bethlehem. Thank you.” — Hanan
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— Agnes

Agnes, Hanna, and Issa

A

gnes has a degree in hotel management and was a hard-working
receptionist at the Bethlehem Hotel. In early 2020, she married
Hanna, an olive wood carver. They were delighted to find out they
were expecting their first child. Soon after the pandemic began both Agnes
and Hanna lost their jobs. They prayed the closure of pilgrimages would be
fleeting, and hoped they would be back to work when their child arrived.
Agnes knew Holy Family Hospital would help her family in their time of
greatest need. She and Hanna had no idea how they would be able to afford
medical care. The social workers at Holy Family Hospital reassured the young
couple that the Hospital’s Poor Case Fund was intended to cover medical
expenses when families most needed it. She delivered baby Issa, looking just
like his father and weighing 6 lbs, on May 30, 2021.

“Thank you for all the support and help you provided for me and
my baby” Agnes expressed to the staff that helped her from prenatal care
through her delivery, “You are the second family for my child and I will
tell him one day about how you welcomed him into this world.”

Learn more about our programs at birthplaceofhope.org | (202) 785-0801
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H O LY F A M I LY H O S P I T A L
RESIDENCY PROGRAMS

I

n 2010 Holy Family Hospital launched the Gynecology & Obstetrics Residency
Program and the Pediatric Residency Program with the mission of providing
rigorous clinical training for the next generation of physicians. Since its
inception, more than 100 residents have graduated and are now practicing
throughout Palestine.
In an effort to meet the critical healthcare needs of women and infants throughout
the region, all residents graduating from Holy Family Hospital’s residency
program commit to practicing in Palestine.

“Holy Family Hospital recognizes education as a vital mission of the
Hospital. In addition to providing clinical oversight, our doctors are
supportive mentors who really value resident education and service
to community” says Dr. Saba, Holy Family Hospital Medical Director.
Ob/Gyn Resident Chair, Dr. Salameh Qumsieh, oversees the five year program,
approved by the Palestine Medical Council and the Arab Board of Specialized
Training as well as by the RCOG (UK), EBCOG (EU) and NMH (Ireland).
With seven private labor and delivery rooms, three operating rooms, two prenatal
ICU beds and fifty pre and postpartum beds our residents are busy!
Every day, Ob/Gyn residents assist in the Mobile Clinic, Prenatal Clinic, gestational
diabetes clinic, Postpartum and Gynecological Clinic as well as with gynecologic
surgeries including hysteroscopic and laparoscopic surgeries.
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Investing in the Future

The Pediatric Residency program is chaired by Dr. George Zoughbi. All residents
rotate between the labor/delivery rooms, the well-baby nursery, the 18 bed Level
III NICU and the outpatient clinics including the Mobile Medical Clinic. They benefit
from advanced training in high-risk, preterm and uncomplicated deliveries, and
neonatal care. Residents gain valuable experience working in the only NICU in the
region that can care for babies born before 34 weeks.
The most promising residents are mentored and guided into advanced
neonatology and advanced laparoscopic surgery programs in Europe before
fulfilling their commitment in Palestine.

“Holy Family Hospital staff are clearly invested in our success not
only as physicians, but also as individuals. Despite the long hours,
endless stress, sleepless nights and tons of caffeine, it is worth it!”
— Resident

Please consider sponsoring our residency programs. Resident training impacts
the lives of mothers and babies today and ensures that Holy Family Hospital
provides high-quality medical care for future generations. For more information
on how to help, please call Kate Robinson at (202) 785-0801.

Learn more about our programs at birthplaceofhope.org | (202) 785-0801
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the I N N K E E P E R ’ S corner

Please join us
in celebrating Ellen S. Shafer, GCMG/Ob,
Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem
Foundation Board Chairman. We are
grateful for her dedicated time and service
to the mothers and babies of Bethlehem.

WHY ARE YOU SO DEVOTED TO HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL?

Working for the Hospital through our Foundation has strengthened my promise
as a Dame of the Order of Malta. Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem is the
embodiment of the motto of our 900-year-old Order to help the poor and sick
and nurture the faith.

S

ince the beginning of the pandemic in 2020,
Rev. Alexander R. Drummond and the
parishioners at St. Michael the Archangel have
been raising funds and awareness about Holy
Family Hospital and the struggles Bethlehemites
currently face. Generous parishioners place
donations in the designated Poor Box monthly to
care for the mothers and babies of Bethlehem.
The parishioners have raised over $45,000
ensuring that the Hospital doors open even wider
for additional prenatal care, newborn check-ups, and
postmenopausal screenings so families can access
healthcare amidst the current humanitarian crisis.

“We wanted to bring hope and dignity to our
brothers and sisters in the Holy Land and let
them know they are not alone” said Fr. Drummond.

After serving on the board for many years, I have realized Holy Family Hospital is
a unique institution. It is so important for so many reasons. Its mission to deliver
life, peace, and hope to the Holy Land sets it apart. Every donation is well spent
at Holy Family Hospital. The medical and educational services it provides to
mothers and babies cannot be found anywhere else. The work it does for the
people of an underserved region is so important to our Christian faith.

Parishes have a special opportunity to further the
mission of Christ and extend charity to those who need
it most in Bethlehem. Might your parish consider a
dedicated poor box or a Christmas initiative to care for
the families of Bethlehem?

WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS FOR THE FUTURE OF HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL?

To learn about how to involve your parish or school
please contact Kate Robinson, at kate@hfhfoundation.org or (202) 785-0801.

My dreams are wrapped up in the dreams of the Hospital’s patients and staff.
I hope that Holy Family Hospital will always remain a peaceful oasis, where
families of Bethlehem can receive medical care without political or economic
obstacles. By becoming members of the Foundation’s Three Kings Society, we
were able to gift part of our estate and ensure that Holy Family Hospital will be
able to save lives of mothers and babies in the Holy Land for years to come.

B R I N G O U R A N G E L T R E E P R O G R A M T O YO U R PA R I S H O R S C H O O L !

We make it easy:

Ë Angel Tags arrive ready to hang on your giving tree with an
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Make it monthly!

Join our Three Kings Society!

Your monthly gift
ensures that mothers
and babies receive vital
healthcare every day.

Contact Foundation Director Kate Robinson
at kate@hfhfoundation.org or (202) 785-0801
to learn more about joining
the Three Kings Society
and including
Holy Family
Hospital
Foundation
in your will.

attached return envelope — no parish accounting required.

Ë Announce the program to your parish, either after Mass or
in the bulletin.

Ë Tax letters will be mailed to donors from Holy Family Hospital
of Bethlehem Foundation.
Our Angel Tree program kit includes tags,
promotional materials, bulletin and pulpit announcements.
Visit birthplaceofhope.org/angel-tree to learn more!

Learn more about our programs at birthplaceofhope.org | (202) 785-0801
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A REFUGE

A

mal has lived in Bethlehem her entire life. In the early summer, she began
experiencing severe abdominal pain and uterine bleeding. She rushed
to the local gynecologist’s clinic, and they advised her to go to the Well
Woman Clinic at Holy Family Hospital. Upon arrival, Amal was admitted for a
complete lab and imaging work up.
Amal was incredibly anxious — both about her
health and her ability to pay for the services
she was receiving. She was diagnosed with
perimenopausal bleeding exacerbated by fibroids.
The doctor offered her medical treatment as
well as surgical options. Amal wanted to choose
whatever treatment plan would be best for her
health but was concerned about the cost. Since
the pandemic began in Bethlehem, her husband
had not been consistently employed and she had
no idea how her family could afford her care. The
social workers intervened, and assured Amal that
Holy Family Hospital would provide her with the
highest quality medical care regardless of whether
she could pay for it or not. Feeling relieved, Amal
chose to undergo surgery.

for Every Woman
“Holy Family Hospital
is a refuge for every
woman, whether she is
receiving prenatal care, is
delivering a baby, or needs
postmenopausal surgery.”
— Marlen

“You are angels. This clinic encourages all women to make their health
their priority. Holy Family Hospital provided me with the best medical
care and so much emotional and psychological support. You and your
donors are saving the lives of many women.” Amal said.
Holy Family Hospital launched its Well Woman Clinic in 2012 with the goal to meet
the complex healthcare needs of women in all stages of life. The only one of its
kind in the region, it offers routine screenings, gynecological surgeries including
laparoscopy, diabetes diagnostics and treatment, and cancer screenings. All visits
are subsidized by at least 50% and the first visit is free of charge to the patient.

“Before visiting the Clinic I could do very little. Leaving my home
was impossible. Today, I am thankful for my treatment and my
surgery. I can visit friends and help support my family. I feel better
about myself.” — Heidi
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T H E W E L L W O M A N C L I N I C TA R G E T P O P U L AT I O N
The Hospital’s catchment area includes one million people in the southern region
of Palestine, focusing on pre and post-natal care for women as well as women
in the perimenopausal, menopausal and postmenopausal stages of life.

45%

of the patients served at the Hospital are refugees.

70%

of patient families before the pandemic earned less
than $1000 per month.

85%

of the women did not have jobs prior to the pandemic
because of the high unemployment in the region.

Learn more about our programs at birthplaceofhope.org | (202) 785-0801
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Holy Family Hospital is a primary hospitaller work
of the Order of Malta. Its U.S. Foundation is a
shared work of all three U.S. Associations. The
Grand Master has asked all Knights and Dames
throughout the world to share in its support.

Kate Robinson, Foundation Director

†

Kathryn S. Abell, GCMG/Ob
Gail T. Berardino, DMOb
Jean L.P. Brunel, KMOb
Julie H. Condon, DM
Thomas E. Driscoll, KM
Gregory Granitto, KM
Michael J. Heck, KM
Molly Heines, DM
Timothy S. Jeffries, KM
Most Reverend Barry C. Knestout,
Bishop of Richmond
Robert W. Lively, KMOb
Nicolle C. McGowan, MD, DM
H.E. Kenneth R. Olsen, Jr, KM
H.E. William J. Page, GCMG
Patrick D. Powers, KM
John V. Quinn, MD, KM
Doug P. Stephen, KM
John G. Sylvia, KM

Ellen S. Shafer, GCMG/Ob, Chairman
Ambassador Michele Burke Bowe, DM,
President

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

We encourage you to share the good
works of Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem
Foundation by passing this newsletter along
to a friend!

2000 P Street, N.W., Suite 310
Washington, D.C. 20036

